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Abstra t
This report dis usses te hniques for the solution of the quadrati

as-

signment problem (QAP) and des ribes a prototype implementation used
to solve two large (n = 36) instan es of the problem.

1 Introdu tion
In 1961, Steinberg presented a spe i problem en ountered in the design of
omputer systems that he alled \the ba kboard wiring problem"[5℄. This was
one of the rst1 referen es to pra ti al appli ations of the quadrati assignment
problem (QAP), whi h is to hoose the permutation p to minimize the ost
C=

N X
N
X
1

aij bpi pj ;

(1)

1

where pk represents a permutation index, viz., p is the ve tor of some permutation of the integers 1 : : : N . (In Steinberg's example, for instan e, the aij s may
denote the distan es between slots where fun tion blo ks are to be pla ed, and
the bkl s would then denote the number of wires needed to onne t two arbitrary
blo ks to ea h other.) In many on rete examples A and B are symmetri , and
also C is often repla ed by C=2. These modi ations generally do not a e t the
1 A ording to Lawler[8℄, the rst referen e to the quadrati assignment problem in the literature was in referen e to the lo i of e onomi a tivities by T. C. Koopmans and M. J. Be kmann, E onometri a, 25, 1957, pp. 52{76.
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methods applied to the problem. N , the dimension of A and B, is alled the
size of the problem. QAP is NP-hard.2
Histori ally, two di erent approa hes have been taken to QAP. The rst is
the development of various heuristi s to generate \good" solutions (sometimes
together with a \goodness bound"), and Steinberg's appli ation of the Hungarian algorithm for the assignment problem was the rst of these. The se ond
approa h is the development of algorithms to prove the optimality of a given solution. The Gilmore-Lawler bound is an example of a bounding algorithm that
an be used re ursively to improve a lower bound on the solution (a standard
bran h-and-bound approa h) until the bound oin ides with a known solution,
whi h is then proven to be optimal[8, 7℄. Interestingly, the Gilmore-Lawler
bound is losely related to Steinberg's heuristi , making it possible also to use
it to nd solutions as well as to bound them. We use the Gilmore-Lawler bound
in our work.
Many modern parallel algorithms to solve various large problems have taken
a \syn hronous" approa h in whi h the problem to be solved is partitioned into
small work units that are then par eled out to a pool of omputing devi es. In
ertain situations, this may lead to large ineÆ ien ies if it is not known how
long it will take to omplete a given work unit (as is the ase if the ompletion
time of the work units is variable and unknown). The ineÆ ien es result from
ommuni ations overhead (if the assigned work units are too small) or poor load
balan ing and onsequent poor utilization of the available omputing resour es
(if the assigned work units are too large). We develop a nondeterministi bran hand-bound algorithm to address these issues.

2 Computational Approa hes
To solve Equation 1, there are in general no known methods that are guaranteed to be reasonably fast. While a great number of fast heuristi approa hes
have been developed that often produ e provably good estimates of the best
possible solution, bran h-and-bound algorithms appear to be the most promising approa h to generate provably optimal solutions in a reasonable number of
ompute y les.

2.1 Steinberg's heuristi algorithm
Steinberg's heuristi algorithm represents the rst attempt to nd good solutions
to large instan es of QAP. The algorithm enters on the on ept of a zero ow
submatrix. Con retely, if it is possible to rearrange the rows and olumns of A
and B su h that a reasonably large submatrix from aM +1M +1 to aNN is zero,
it is quite easy to solve for the minimum of C given already determined values
for p1 : : : pM . This redu es the size of the exponential sear h problem from N
to M . In pra ti e, we may split C into four omponents
2 Lawler

points out that the traveling salesman problem is a spe ial ase of QAP [8℄, p. 587.
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(2)
In order to simplify the algebra, we assume that A and B are symmetri and
noti e that the nal term is zero sin e it involves only a linear ombination of
the elements aij of the zero submatrix. Thus,
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(4)

aij bpi pj ;

where Cf is xed. All that remains is to solve for the optimal pM +1 : : : pN in
M X
N
X

i=1 j =M +1

(5)

aij bpi pj ;

but the reader will re ognize this as a linear (or \Hungarian") assignment problem (LAP), whi h an be solved in polynomial time by Kuhn's method.
Steinberg's pro edure is based on the four-way de omposition of C . His
approa h was to nd di erent maximal un onne ted sets of the blo ks of the
Univa omputer he was modeling and to use these un onne ted sets to vary the
pla ement order.3 By starting with a random pla ement of blo ks and modifying
only the pM +1 : : : pN , this algorithm is guaranteed to generate a sequen e of
pla ements with monotoni ally non-in reasing osts. However, it is obvious
that this algorithm is never guaranteed to nd the optimal p, nor is there
any referen e to a lower bound that might be used to judge the quality of the
a heived feasible solutions.

2.2 The Gilmore-Lawler bound
The Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) represents a formalization and generalization
of Steinberg's approa h. The generalization extends Steinberg's approa h to situations where the unpla ed submatrix of A need not be exa tly zero. (Although
the quality of the bound improves as this submatrix be omes small.) Assuming
the partial pla ement p1 : : : pM , we again onsider Equation 4 and rewrite it as
C (p) = Cf +

N
X

j =M +1

|

2

M
X
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aij bpi pj +

N
X

{z

i=M +1

j

!

aij bpi pj ;

}

(6)

3 The reader will re ognize that nding the maximum un onne ted set is isomorphi to the
lique problem, whi h again is NP-hard.
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where we an onsider the term j the ost of pla ing the single blo k j in the
position pj . The bounding method pro eeds by bounding j as follows. Consider
a di erent \ ost" ~jk that we ompute for all values of k in M + 1 : : : N
~jk = 2

M
X
i=1

aij bpi k +

N
X

i=M +1

(7)

aij bq(i;j;k)k ;

where the fun tion q (i; j; k ) is a permutation hosen to sort aij and bq(i;j;k)k in
opposite dire tions as the sum is taken over i = M + 1 : : : N , minimizing the
se ond sum. The total ost may be written as
C~ (p) = Cf +

N
X

M +1

~ipi = Cf +

N
X

2

j =M +1

M
X
i=1

aij bpi pj +

N
X

i=M +1

!

aij bq(i;j;pj )pj

Finally, we solve the LAP for p~ = (~
pM +1 ; : : : ; p~N ) to minimize
C~ (p) = Cf +

N
X

M +1

~ipi

:

(8)
(9)

where learly Cf drops from Ponsideration sin e C~ is minimized by the same
permutation that minimizes ~ip~i on its own. By the same token, p1 : : : pM
also need no longer be onsidered. It is straightforward to prove that C~ (~p)
bounds the ost of the QAP given the xed permutation p1 : : : pM .
It is a simple matter of algebra to extend GLB to the ases of asymmetri
A and B. Also, it is lear that Steinberg's observation still holds true. Thus, if
the submatrix of A pertaining to elements M + 1 through N is zero, C~ (~p) will
be the ost of the optimal solution to the QAP with the given onstraint, and
~ will be one (not ne essarily unique) permutation a hieving this minimal ost.
p

3 Basi Algorithm
The algorithm used in our work is based on the GLB. Some additional information is required to turn GLB into a workable bran h-and-bound algorithm.
Most of this information is heuristi in nature, without a solid theoreti al basis (but it is usually possible to see that these heuristi s avoid ommon worst
ases).

3.1 Pla ement order
One di eren e between Steinberg's approa h and a bran h-and-bound algorithm
based on GLB on erns the pla ement order. In Steinberg's algorithm, the
pla ement order is varied for ea h iteration of the improvement routine. When
GLB is used as a lower bound in a bran h-and-bound sear h, the pla ement
order (i.e., the order of the rows and olumns in A and B) is xed. Thus, the
pla ement order be omes an important part of the algorithm, and we experimented with several hoi es for the pla ement order.
4

3.1.1

Clique approa h to pla ement order

To take advantage of Steinberg's zero submatrix property, one might onsider
pla ing the blo ks in su h an order as to allow the problem to degenerate to an
LAP problem in as few pla ements as possible. As pointed out in the footnote
above, this entails solving a problem isomorphi to the lique problem. This
lique problem is often onsiderably smaller than the original QAP, making it
possible to solve it with a reasonable omputational e ort.
3.1.2

Greedy pla ement orders

A di erent pla ement order to onsider is to pi k the elements in su h a way
that ea h element is the one with the most onne tions to the already pi ked
subset. A third order that we onsidered was the ad ho approa h of generating
a greedy assignment a ording to the same LAP method used in Se tion 2.2 and
pla ing the blo ks in de reasing order of their ost ontributions to this rude
bound.
We implemented all the pla ement orders we have dis ussed. For reasons
unknown to us, the ost ontribution order from the zeroth level LAP approximation seemed to work well for Steinberg's example. Limited experimentation
on other QAP instan es from QAPLIB[9℄ shows that this is not universally true.
Maximizing the onne tivity of ea h element to the set of its an estors worked
better for some of these problems. This is learly an area that merits further
study.

3.2 Sear h order
An issue orthogonal to the pla ement order of Se tion 3.1 is, given the pla ement
order, how to hoose the order in whi h ea h possible permutation is tried. In
many ases this order is unimportant, e.g., when one has a strong suspi ion
that the feasible solution one is working with is a tually the optimal (as is the
ase when a good solution has been generated through some means external to
the bran h-and-bound sear h and it is desired to prove that it is the optimal
solution). However, if the bran h-and-bound algorithm is started without a
known \good" solution, the sear h order is likely to a e t the runtime greatly.4
In our work, we use the bound as a heuristi indi ator of the likelihood of nding
a good solution down a given bran h of the sear h tree. We sear h bran hes
from a given node in the order of in reasing lower bound (a ording to the
LAP). This approa h aused some diÆ ulties asso iated with the distributed
implementation and numeri al a ura y, as des ribed in Se tion 4.6.

3.3 Utilization of symmetries in Eu lidean sear h grid
Sin e the sear h spa es we are mostly on erned with are grids in Eu lidean
spa e, we may make use of symmetries, as noti ed by Mautor and Rou airol [6℄.
4 It should be pointed out that some authors have on luded that using bran h-and-bound
sear hes to generate optimal solutions is inferior to using heuristi methods [6℄.
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Root
Place first block
(10 possibilities)

Place second block
(35 possibilities)

Figure 1: S hemati representation of sear h tree.
For instan e, if we were to pla e the rst blo k in the lower right orner, the
sear h spa e indu ed by this partial pla ement is identi al (with respe t to a
symmetry group under whi h Eu lidean distan es are invariant) to that indu ed
by the partial pla ement of that blo k in any of the other orners. Our method
was developed independently from [6℄, so we simply onsidered the symmetry
to be broken as soon as the rst blo k was pla ed. In the ase of Steinberg's
example, the grid is of size 4  9. With our method, we pla e the rst blo k in all
of the lo ations in the bottom left quadrant, an area of 2  5 = 10 possibilities.
This makes for a 3.6-fold improvement in overall runtime, whi h is near the
theoreti al maximum[6℄. After the rst blo k has been pla ed, there are 35
possible lo ations for the se ond, 34 for the third, and so forth, so the total
number of pla ements in the sear h tree is 10  35!  1041  2136 . Part of the
sear h tree is shown in Figure 1.
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3.4 Sequential algorithm
The algorithm an be expressed in C-like syntax as:
void pla e_blo k( int ur_blo k, int depth )
{
for( i = 0 ; i < positions ; ++i ) {
/* skip already o upied positions */
if ( position_holds_fixed_blo k( i ) ) ontinue;
/* fix ur_blo k */
fix_blo k_in_position( ur_blo k , i );
/* use the Gilmore-Lawler algorithm for lower bound */
lower_bound = greedy_pla ement();
/* if the lower bound is less than
the best feasible solution, re urse.
Base ase: done to un onne ted subset;
that means we have a new solution.
*/

}

}

if ( lower_bound < best_feasible ) {
if ( depth >= N - un onne ted )
best_feasible = lower_bound;
else
pla e_blo k( ur_blo k + 1 , depth + 1 );
}
unfix_blo k( ur_blo k );

Here we have omitted all the details about pla ement order, symmetries,
and sear h order. We have also assumed that A and B are set up properly
and that the variables (e.g., N and un onne ted) are initialized to re e t the
arrangement of the matri es. This algorithm an be seen as visiting the nodes
in the sear h tree in depth- rst, left-to-right order.

4 Distributed Algorithm
Our distributed version of the GLB bran h-and-bound sear h is implemented
in two kinds of pro esses: a single master pro ess and any number of slave
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pro esses. The master pro ess is responsible for keeping tra k of the results of
the slaves and for giving them work when they are idle.
In the sequential algorithm des ribed in Se tion 3.4, the \ urrent lo ation" of
the omputation in the sear h tree is maintained impli itly as the loop ounters
i at every level of the re ursion. (Literally, the lo ation in the tree is represented
as numbers on the all sta k of the program.) In a distributed version of the
algorithm, it be omes ne essary to make expli it the representation of the sear h
tree.

4.1 Dynami representation of sear h tree
The sear h tree is maintained as a dynami data stru ture in the memory of the
master. The tree must be a dynami data stru ture sin e its a tual size may
ex eed the memory available for the program. Nodes of the tree are thus maintained in three states: un he ked, inprogress, and done. Transitions are normally (but not always) monotoni ally in the dire tion un he ked ! inprogress
! done. When the system is initialized, there exists a single un he ked node
orresponding to the entire omputation.5
Ea h node in the tree orresponds to the pla ement of a parti ular blo k
(represented by the depth of re ursion) in a parti ular lo ation (represented by
the left-to-right lo ation of the node vis-a-vis its parent). When an un he ked
node is expanded, it is given hildren orresponding to the N depth possible
pla ements of the next blo k, given all the xed pla ements represented by the
urrent node and its parents. Nodes are re ursively expanded until either a
new, better feasible solution is rea hed or until the lower bound for that bran h
of the tree ex eeds the urrently known best feasible solution. (Of ourse, this
orresponds to the re ursive alls to pla e blo k in the sequential program.)
When the re ursion peters out for a parti ular node (i.e., when pla e blo k is
not re ursively alled for one of the two reasons), that node is marked done.
When all the hildren of a given node are done, that node is unexpanded and
also marked done. The omputation terminates when the root is marked done.
In the sequential ase, the inprogress state is unne essary.

4.2 First on urrent implementation
While the previous paragraph may seem only to be a tedious restatement of
parts of the sequential pseudo ode of Se tion 3.4 in terms of trees, the ruial di eren e is that it be omes easy to work on the various parts of the tree
on urrently.
This requires that the slaves know whi h tree nodes they are to pro ess.
Navely, all that is ne essary is to modify the pseudo ode of Se tion 3.4 to
start ea h slave at the right point in the re ursion and to make the assignment
to best feasible happen in all the slaves at the same time. In the master,
the inprogress state is used as a marker to remember whi h nodes have been
5 In the a tual program used to solve Steinberg's examples, we used ten root nodes orresponding to the ten non-degenerate pla ements mentioned in Se tion 3.3.
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assigned to slaves. No node that is a des endant of an inprogress node may be
assigned to a slave. In our implementation of this s heme, this is handled by
representing ea h node by its \serial number" from left to right on ea h level
of the tree, in a list. Unexpanded levels are denoted with zeros or not printed
at all. Thus the node (1) represents pla ing the rst blo k in the rst lo ation.
Issuing the ommand \sear h(1)" to a slave would instru t it to sear h all
possible arrangements that have the rst blo k in the rst lo ation. Similarly,
(7; 2; 9) would represent the node of the tree orresponding to the pla ement of
the rst blo k in slot 7, the se ond blo k in slot 2, and the third blo k in slot 9.
The slot numbers go through one level of indire tion due to the hosen sear h
order, see Se tions 3.2 and 4.6.
Even the simple rst on urrent implementation is, generally speaking, nondeterministi .6 This is be ause it is normally impossible (and always undesirable) to syn hronize the slaves to the extent required to predi t when the
best feasible variable in ea h slave is going to be updated.
4.2.1

Sket h of

orre tness proof

Progress is trivially satisi ed by the distributed algorithm as long as the master
assigns nodes su h that every leaf node is in the set of des endants of the assigned
nodes. Safety is satis ed if the node orresponding to a minimum solution (note
that the minimum solution is not ne essarily unique, and we do not require
nding every minimum solution) is sear hed. This is the ase as long as every
node is sear hed that has a lower bound of less than the minimum solution,
and this is learly the ase sin e every node that has a lower bound less than
best feasible is sear hed and best feasible is only set to the values of a tual
solutions. This depends on updates to best feasible being atomi , whi h is
true in pra ti e. (I.e., if two slaves nd new solutions simultaneously and try
to update best feasible simultaneously, the nal value of best feasible will
orrespond to one of the solutions.)
4.2.2

Improving the performan e

To improve the performan e7 of the algorithm, we ensure that if a new solution
has been found, every slave will eventually update its value of best feasible
to the new value (or less). By making the slaves update best feasible only if
it is less than the urrently stored value, we handle the ra e ondition that may
o ur if two slaves nd new solutions simultaneously and try to update all the
best feasible variables simultaneously, whi h ould lead to some being more
than the others. The omparison is required in the master, to ensure that the
a tual minimum solution is stored.
6 By nondeterministi we mean the \signi ant" nondeterminism that we annot predi t
whi h nodes in the tree are going to be expanded.
7 By performan e we mean, generally speaking, the inverse of the number of nodes visited.
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4.3 Se ond distributed implementation
The distributed implementation of Se tion 4.2 is orre t, but it shows serious
performan e problems. Due to the nature of the bran h-and-bound ar hetype,
the amount of omputational e ort required to sear h fully a given node is
unknown in advan e. This property an result in large imbalan es in the amount
of work assigned to the slaves. (E.g., in Steinberg's examples, node (1) ould
take several months of pro essor time to sear h exhaustively, whereas node (10)
takes perhaps only a few minutes.) The way this imbalan e appears in pra ti e
is that some slaves are done while others still have work to do.
We approa h the problem of imbalan e by reassigning tasks. This requires
more ne-grained knowledge about a slave's progress than only knowing if it is
done with its task. In this s heme, ea h slave periodi ally noti es the master
about whi h node it is working on. Sin e the sequen e of nodes that is sear hed
is deterministi within ea h slave, this pro edure allows the master to mark
a whole range of nodes as done in its representation of the sear h tree. The
update de nes a perimeter to whi h the sear h tree is expanded, de ned as the
minimum set of nodes required to over the nodes reported as done by the slave.
The tree is expanded to this perimeter, and all nodes that are done are marked
a ordingly. Remaining nodes are marked un he ked, but the node that was
assigned as a task to the slave is left inprogress.
When a slave nishes its task, the master thus has relatively re ent information about what nodes remain to be sear hed, even if the urrently assigned
tasks over all the leaves of the tree (in the sense that all the leaves are des endants of nodes that are either inprogress or done). The task assignment
algorithm is: First assign any unexpanded (perimeter) nodes in the tree that
are un he ked and not des endants of nodes that are inprogress; if there are
none left, pi k the leftmost node that is inprogress and expand it if ne essary to
show its hildren. Re-assign the rst un he ked hild to the old slave, and assign
the se ond un he ked hild to the new slave. Both the hildren are now marked
inprogress, and the parent node is marked un he ked. An approximate invariant
is that ea h node that is marked inprogress is in one-to-one orresponden e with
a slave's task to sear h that node.
It must be realized that the invariant governing the inprogress nodes an be
violated by ra e onditions|i.e., the master ould reassign a slave to a node
after it has ompleted work on it sin e the master's view of the progress of the
slave is slightly out-of-date. Note, however, that for safety, all that matters is
that no nodes are marked done that have not a tually been sear hed. A simple
way of dealing with the onfusion that results when a slave is reassigned to an
already ompleted task is for it simply to ignore the request and for the master
subsequently to handle the situation as if the slave had died. As we shall see, we
must satisfy the progress ondition even in an unstable environment in whi h
slaves an die at any time, so we postpone this issue to the next Se tion.
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4.4 Fault toleran e
The need for fault toleran e in the algorithm used for this proje t was lear
from the start.8 There are at least three sour es of faults in the system:
1. Stopping faults in the master, the slaves, or both.
2. Pa ket loss in the network. (Stopping faults in the network.)
3. Designed-in \faults" in response to otherwise diÆ ult-to-handle situations.
With the very long runtimes (total CPU time) anti ipated for the program,
fault-toleran e is an absolute ne essity.9 The reason for handling stopping faults
in the master or slaves needs no dis ussion. We handle stopping faults (pa ket
loss) in the network expli itly so that we may use the User Datagram Proto ol
(UDP), whi h is an unreliable Internet Proto ol (IP) servi e. Be ause of the way
in whi h we handle faults expli itly within our algorithm, it is likely that this is a
more eÆ ient implementation overall than, e.g., using the reliable Transmission
Control Proto ol (TCP) and transferring the reliability problem to the operating
system(s) of the involved omputers. Given the me hanisms to handle stopping
faults in the slaves, master, or network, it is easy to take advantage of them for
other uses, as outlined in the previous Se tion.
Faults in the slaves are handled by a simple retransmission proto ol. When
a message is sent to a slave, it is expe ted to be a knowledged within one
se ond. If this does not happen, it is retransmitted about ten times, rst at
one-se ond intervals, then with an exponential ba ko . If the message has not
been a knowledged at the end of this pro ess, that slave is marked as \down"
and its task (in the inprogress state) is marked un he ked on e again.
Faults in the master are handled by he kpointing. If the master rashes, due
to hardware or software failure, a spe ial ag may be given when it is restarted,
for ing it to read a text representation of the state of the omputation from a
le on disk. Sin e this le ontains only the tree, a feasible solution (if any)
and the urrent bound of the sear h, the master may be restarted on a di erent
ma hine (even of a di erent ar hite ture) in ase of permanent hardware failure.
It may also be restarted with a di erent set of slave systems. The ase of the
master rashing while it is writing the he kpoint le itself is handled by keeping
several (nominally eight) of the latest versions of the he kpoint le.
In the ase of network or slave faults, re overy may be automati (if the
slave or network returns to a normal state without operator intervention). This
is done by the master repeatedly \pinging" all the slaves at regular intervals.
When a slave reappears, the master will noti e that the slave is available for
omputation and will duly assign a task to it. Re overy after a master fault is
manual.
Again, we emphasize that we believe that the only part of the ode that
requires to be veri ed arefully is that on erned with updating the state of
8 This point was driven home espe ially hard when a sequential, non-fault-tolerant early
version of the implementation su ered a omputer rash after ve weeks' omputing.
9 The relatively short runtimes seen in pra ti e were something of a surprise to us.
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the sear h tree. While we have handled many ra e onditions in the ode in
various ways (as des ribed in this paper), it is quite possible that others remain,
and we laim to give no proof that this is not so. However, we do laim that
safety annot be violated (ex ept as outlined in Se tion 4.6), whi h means that
the program will either output the orre t answer or deadlo k(livelo k).10 Due
to the use of timeouts and retries, it is easy to establish progress if suÆ iently
optimisti fault model is assumed, but we have not attempted to determine the
exa t properties required to a hieve progress (really, absen e of livelo k).

4.5 Cap on sear h depth
The nal addition we made to the algorithm was to limit the sear h depth to a
xed value. The reason for doing this is that when the sear h approa hes the
end, there are very few nodes left to expand, and these are quite deep in the
tree. Sin e the LAP algorithm is O(N 3 ) in time, where in this ase N in the
number of un onne ted blo ks, whi h de reases with depth, the nale of the
omputation qui kly degenerates with a great deal of ommuni ations overhead
when a large number of slaves ompete for the very small remaining amount
of work. This problem is easily avoided by ensuring that the tasks that are
assigned be moderately large or larger. Limiting the sear h depth is an ad ho
way of a omplishing this.

4.6 Use of oating-point arithmeti
Sin e we originally studied the Eu lidean norm version of Steinberg's example,
our implementation uses oating-point arithmeti for all ost omputations. For
the sequential version of the ode, this is not a problem, but for the distributed
version, this introdu es a subtle bug that redu ed the utility of the implementation. Namely, the sorting pro edure mentioned in Se tion 3.2 an sort the
hildren of a sear h node in a di erent order on di erent hosts if the omputation of the ost (whi h involves square roots) an lead to slightly di erent
answers depending on the ar hite ture of the host. Sin e we de ided to save
memory by always re omputing the order in whi h hildren should be sear hed
rather than storing the order of the hildren of ea h node on a entral server,
sorting the hildren of a sear h node in di erent orders leads to ertain bran hes
of the sear h tree being sear hed multiple times, and others not at all. (In other
words, it leads to nodes being named in onsistently on di erent omputers,
whi h an be disastrous sin e we use these names to identify tasks and in updates from the slaves to the master.) We sidestep this issue by running the ode
on a single ar hite ture/operating system ombination for the ases when this
might matter. For most published instan es of QAP, the osts are always integral. Also, as stated in Se tion 3.2, this matter is unimportant if the algorithm
is only to be used to prove the optimality of an already known solution a hieved
through good heuristi s.
10 Please

report to the author if it does the latter.
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4.7 Comparison to large-s ale distributed omputational
proje ts
Even though we may have a omputationally diÆ ult problem su h as one of
Steinberg's examples, there are only ten \root" tasks to assign the slaves. This
ontrasts greatly with most of the multitude of algorithms that have been run
on large wide-area networks in re ent years, su h as the r 5des proje t to
test the strength of the DES en ryption system or the Setihome proje t to
sear h for signals from extraterrestrials in a large amount of radio teles ope
data[11, 12℄. These systems all share the fa t that they perform sear hes through
or pro essing of data in a highly deterministi manner, thus requiring very little
feedba k from the slaves to the master. In our ase, the high and unknown
variability of omputational e ort required to expand the various nodes of the
sear h tree leads to the use of mu h more frequent feedba k messages to the
master.

4.8 Low-level implementation issues
The bran h-and-bound algorithm was implemented in ANSI C and in FORTRAN 77. All parts of the program (in luding parts used to manipulate a tual
VLSI layout from the Magi layout editor) onsist of a total of approximately
12,500 lines of ode. We used various kinds of systems, ranging from 120 MHz
Intel Pentium PCs running NetBSD to a 500 MHz Digital Alpha system running
OSF/1.
The heterogeneous nature of the omputing systems we used led us to take
spe ial are in making network pa ket formats and data le formats inter hangeable. We made them all ASCII text-based to avoid \endianness" and word-size
problems.
For the solution of the LAP we used Munkres's version of Kuhn's algorithm,
oded in C with FORTRAN array onventions[4, 3℄. While there have been
advan es in LAP solvers sin e Munkres's method, the small average size of the
LAPs solved seemed to make it a good hoi e for our implementation. Signi ant
speedup (i.e., around threefold, from 600 days expe ted runtime to 200 days)
was a hieved through the use of low-level optimizations su h as management of
a he- oheren e issues, lazy memory allo ation (espe ially in Munkres's method,
whi h was in the inner loop of the bran h-and-bound algorithm), and re oding of
the LAP solver using prepro essor ma ros instead of fun tions. FORTRAN 77
was further used for all linear algebra, and the ompiled FORTRAN ode was
linked to the C program through the usual Unix onventions. We used the GNU
C ompiler (g ) and the GNU FORTRAN 77 ompiler (g77) on the Berkeley
Unix systems. We used the DEC C and FORTRAN ompilers as well as the
Bell Laboratories f2 FORTRAN-to-C onverter on the Digital Alpha systems.
Our work began with a sequential implementation of the algorithms des ribed and progressed to a distributed implementation. In order to minimize
the hanges to the ode as well as to minimize the runtime overhead of he king for messages to arrive, the message-passing was implemented as a separate
13

thread of ontrol using Unix signal handlers to swit h ontext. Careful management of signals was ne essary to ensure mutual ex lusion on updates (as both
the omputational \ ore" of the program and the message-passing thread ould
update the same memory lo ations). We used expli it user-level semaphores
(i.e., C variables de lared stati volatile int) for this purpose.

5 Results
These results were generated on a homogeneous luster of eleven dual-pro essor
Pentium Pro workstations running Berkeley Unix (i.e., 22 CPUs in all). This
has shown that the solutions to Steinberg's example with the Eu lidean and
Eu lidean-squared norms already published in QAPLIB are indeed optimal.

5.1 Optimality of solutions to Steinberg's example
For the version of Steinberg's example with the Eu lidean norm, the run was
started with a bound of in nity (no prior information). The program terminated after approximately 200 days of CPU time with the solution published
in QAPLIB as optimal. (This same solution was generated after approximately
500 hours of CPU time on a 500 MHz Digital Alpha workstation in 1997 with the
sequential version of the same program.) The metri of the solution was 4119.74
(8,239,110 in QAPLIB terminology be ause of s aling and rounding problems
due to their use of only integer matrix oeÆ ients). For the Eu lidean-squared
norm, the program was started with a bound of 7930 (15860 in QAPLIB terminology). After about 60 days of CPU time, the program terminated with a
solution with metri 7926 (15854), the same as that published in QAPLIB.

5.2 Quality of the lower bound
The quality of the bound des ribed in this paper may be investigated by asking
how long it takes the implementation to generate a new lower bound. This may
be done by setting the starting lower bound to a (low) value, and then running
the program. If the program terminates without nding a solution, it is lear
that the starting value was in fa t a lower bound on the best possible solution.
By this pro edure, we qui kly established a set of lower bounds for the version of
Steinberg's example with the Eu lidean ost fun tion. We used the sequential
version of the program for this and were able to improve on all previously
published bounds in a few se onds of runtime on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro Unix
workstation. Studying the runtime required to improve the lower bound reveals
the exponential nature of the algorithm. We graph both the runtimes required
to bound the Eu lidean version and the Eu lidean-squared version in Figures 2
and 3. Please remember that the data point for the optimal solution of the
Eu lidean-norm problem is shifted to the right sin e the program was started
without pre on eptions about the optimal solution. We have not yet re-run it
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Runtime required to bound Steinberg’s Example with Euclidean norm
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Figure 2: Runtime for Steinberg's example, Eu lidean norm.
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Runtime required to bound Steinberg’s Example with Euclidean-squared norm
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Figure 3: Runtime for Steinberg's example, Eu lidean-squared norm.
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Figure 4: Solution to Steinberg's example, Eu lidean norm. Cost=4119.74.
with the optimum as the starting value. The optimal solutions to Steinberg's
examples are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

5.3 Memory usage
The memory footprint of the program was small during the runs on Steinberg's
example. Ea h slave took between 300 and 700 kilobytes of ore memory (as
indi ated by Unix utilities), and the master onsumed about the same amount of
ore memory. Also, ea h opy of the he kpoint le, whi h ontained the entire
relevant state of the omputation, at no time took more than about 500 kilobytes
of disk spa e. By lowering the exe ution priority of the pro esses, we were able
unobtrusively to share a tive oÆ e workstations.

5.4 Summary
Steinberg's example with the Eu lidean and Eu lidean squared norms are the
largest instan es of QAP known to us to have proven optimal solutions[10℄.
We did not investigate the version of Steinberg's example with the Manhattan
norm.
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Figure 5: Solution to Steinberg's example, Eu lidean2 norm. Cost=7926.
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